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Abstract. This paper studies a new, practical but challenging problem,
called Class-Incremental Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (CI-UDA),
where the labeled source domain contains all classes, but the classes in
the unlabeled target domain increase sequentially. This problem is chal-
lenging due to two difficulties. First, source and target label sets are
inconsistent at each time step, which makes it difficult to conduct accu-
rate domain alignment. Second, previous target classes are unavailable
in the current step, resulting in the forgetting of previous knowledge.
To address this problem, we propose a novel Prototype-guided Continual
Adaptation (ProCA) method, consisting of two solution strategies. 1)
Label prototype identification: we identify target label prototypes by de-
tecting shared classes with cumulative prediction probabilities of target
samples. 2) Prototype-based alignment and replay: based on the identi-
fied label prototypes, we align both domains and enforce the model to
retain previous knowledge. With these two strategies, ProCA is able to
adapt the source model to a class-incremental unlabeled target domain
effectively. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and su-
periority of ProCA in resolving CI-UDA. The source code is available at
https://github.com/Hongbin98/ProCA.git.

Keywords: Domain Adaptation; Class-incremental Learning

1 Introduction

Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) seeks to improve the performance on an
unlabeled target domain by leveraging a label-rich source domain via knowledge
transfer [5,6,8,12,15,31,47,55]. The key challenge of UDA is the distributional
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Fig. 1. An illustration of Class-incremental Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (CI-
UDA), where labeled source data are accessible all the time, while unlabeled target
data come online class-incrementally. When new target classes arrive, CI-UDA seeks
to align the new target data to the source domain and retain the knowledge of previous
target data since previous target data are unavailable.

shift between the source and target domains [32,38,51,54,56]. To deal with this,
existing UDA methods conduct domain alignment either by domain-invariant
feature learning [8,52] or by image transformation [12,37].

Most existing UDA methods assume the availability of all target data in ad-
vance. However, in practice, target data often come in a streaming manner with
different categories [19,28,46]. For example, a practical scenario is to transfer the
knowledge of sketch images for real-world animal recognition as shown in Fig. 1,
where plenty of labeled sketches are easily collected in advanced but unlabeled
real-world images come incrementally (e.g., the images of the land animals in the
zoo come first, followed by the sea animals in the aquarium). In such a scenario,
it is more appropriate to adapt the source model with the target images observed
so far (from partial animal classes) instead of waiting for the images of all an-
imals to be available, which can be more memory-efficient and time-efficient.
That is, the model needs to be first adapted with the target images from land
animals, and then with the images from sea animals. Note that when adapt-
ing the source model with sea animals, the previous samples of land animals
are unavailable for saving the data storage cost. In this scenario, existing UDA
methods that assume all target classes to be available in advance tend to fail.
To address this, we explore a new and practical task, called Class-Incremental
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (CI-UDA), where the labeled source samples
are available all the time, but the unlabeled target samples come incrementally
and only partial target classes are available at a time.

CI-UDA has two characteristics: 1) the target categories at the current time
step are never seen before and only occupy a subspace of the source label space; 2)
the target samples of previously seen categories will be unavailable for later adap-
tation. As a result, besides the common challenge of domain shifts in UDA [8,40],
CI-UDA poses two new challenges. The first is how to detect the shared classes
between source and target domains in each time step. Since only a portion of
target data is available at each time step, the label space of the target domain
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is inconsistent with and is partial of the source label space at each step, which
makes domain alignment difficult. The second is how to alleviate catastrophic
forgetting [43] of the old-class knowledge when learning new target classes. Since
previous target samples are unavailable, later adaptation with new target classes
results in knowledge forgetting of previous classes.

In CI-UDA, the key is to continually conduct domain adaptation in the ab-
sence of previous target samples. To deal with knowledge forgetting, a recent
work [33] has shown that storing image prototypes for previous classes helps to
retain knowledge. In addition, feature prototypes can also be used for domain
alignment [29]. In other words, label prototypes open an opportunity for han-
dling all challenges, simultaneously. However, a simple combination of existing
methods [29,32,33] is not feasible for CI-UDA, since obtaining image prototypes
for knowledge retaining [33] requires data labels but the target domain in CI-
UDA is totally unlabeled. Moreover, feature prototypes [29,32] cannot update
the feature extractor, so simply detecting them is unable to overcome the knowl-
edge forgetting issue of the feature extractor in CI-UDA.

To better handle CI-UDA, we develop a new Prototype-guided Continual
Adaptation (ProCA) method. To be specific, ProCA presents two solution strate-
gies: 1) a label prototype identification strategy: we identify target label proto-
types by detecting the shared class between source and target domains. Note that
identifying label prototypes is challenging due to the inconsistent class space be-
tween the source and target domains. Therefore, detecting the shared classes is
important, but is unfortunately difficult due to the absence of target labels. To
overcome this, we dig into the difference between the shared classes and source
private classes, and empirically observe (c.f. Fig. 3) that the cumulative proba-
bilities of the shared classes are often higher than those of source private classes.
Following this finding, we exploit the cumulative probabilities of target samples
to detect the shared classes, and use the detected shared classes to identify target
label prototypes. 2) a prototype-based alignment and replay strategy: based on
the identified label prototypes, we conduct domain adaptation by aligning each
target label prototype to the source center with the same class, and overcome
catastrophic forgetting by enforcing the model to retain knowledge carried by
the label prototypes learned from previous categories.

Extensive experiments on three benchmark datasets (i.e., Office-31-CI, Office-
Home-CI and ImageNet-Caltech-CI) demonstrate that ProCA is capable of han-
dling CI-UDA. Moreover, we empirically show that ProCA can be used to im-
prove existing partial UDA methods for tackling CI-UDA, which verifies the
applicability of our method.

We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:

– We study a new yet difficult problem, called Class-incremental Unsupervised
Domain Adaptation (CI-UDA), where unlabeled target samples come incre-
mentally and only partial target classes are available at a time. Compared
to vanilla UDA, CI-UDA does not assume all target data to be known in
advance, and thus opens the opportunity for tackling more practical UDA
scenarios in the wild.
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– We propose a novel ProCA to handle CI-UDA. By innovatively identifying
target label prototypes, ProCA is able to alleviate both domain discrepancies
via prototype-based alignment and catastrophic forgetting via prototype-
based knowledge replay. Moreover, ProCA can be applied to enhance existing
partial domain adaptation methods to overcome CI-UDA.

2 Related Work

We first review the literature of unsupervised domain adaptation, including
closed-set unsupervised domain adaptation, partial domain adaptation and con-
tinual domain adaptation. After that, we discuss a more relevant task, i.e., class-
incremental domain adaptation. Due to the page limit, we provide the literature
of universal domain adaptation [49] and the difference between our ProCA and
existing methods [1,2,3,29,32,33,43] in the supplementary (see Appendix A).

2.1 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

Closed-set unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA). The goal of UDA
[7,21,26,27,48,52] is to improve the model performance on the unlabeled target
domain based on a label-rich relevant source domain. In this field, the most
common task is closed-set UDA [30] which assumes that source and target do-
mains share the same set of classes. Existing UDA methods have shown great
progress in alleviating domain shifts by matching high-order moments of distri-
butions [4,16,41], by learning domain-invariant features in an adversarial man-
ner [8,13,36,52], or by image transformation via generative adversarial mod-
els [12,37,44]. Recently, OP-GAN [45] combines UDA with self-supervised learn-
ing, involving a self-supervised module to enforce the image content consistency.

Partial domain adaptation (PDA). Compared to closed-set UDA, PDA [1]
assumes that the target label set is a subset of the source label set instead of
restricting the same label set. In general, PDA aims to transfer a deep model
trained from a big labeled source domain to a small unlabeled target domain. To
handle the inconsistent label space, most existing methods assign class-level [1]
or instance-level [2] transferability weights for source samples. To reduce nega-
tive transfer caused by source private classes, BA3US [24] augments the target
domain to conduct balanced adversarial alignment, while DPDAN [14] aligns
the positive part of the source domain to the target domain by decomposing the
source domain distribution into two parts.

Continual domain adaptation (CDA). Different from the above tasks,
CDA [39] assumes that more than one unlabeled target domains come sequen-
tially, and seeks to incrementally adapt the model to each new incoming domain
without forgetting knowledge on previous domains. To this end, Dlow [9] bridges
source and multiple target domains by generating a continuous flow of interme-
diate states, while VDFR [20] proposes to replay variational domain-agnostic
features to tackle the domain shift and task shift. Recently, GRCL [39] regu-
larizes the gradient of losses to learn discriminative features and preserve the
previous knowledge, respectively.
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Overall, the above methods are inapplicable in CI-UDA due to two aspects.
On the one hand, closed-set UDA and PDA methods rely on the assumption
that all target data are available in advance. In other words, these methods
take no consideration of retaining previous knowledge. On the other hand, CDA
assumes that the label set of each target domain is the same as the source label
set, ignoring domain-shared classes detection. As a result, they tend to fail in
handling the challenging CI-UDA.

2.2 Class-incremental Domain Adaptation

Class-incremental Domain Adaptation is related to class-incremental learning
(CIL) that learns a model continuously from a data stream, where the classes in-
crease gradually and only new classes are available at each time. CIL requires the
model to classify the samples of all classes observed so far. To overcome the issue
of catastrophic forgetting, existing CIL methods retain the knowledge of previ-
ous classes either by storing or generating data from previous classes [3,33,43],
or by preserving the relevant model weights of the previous classes [18,25,50].

Recently, researchers extend CIL to domain adaptation and study a new
task, called class-incremental domain adaptation [19,46]. Specifically, this task
seeks to alleviate the domain shift between domains and incrementally learn
the private classes in the target domain. To this end, with partial labeled tar-
get private samples, CIDA [19] generates class-specific prototypes and learns
a target-specific latent space to obtain centroids under the source-free domain
adaptation scenario, and CBSC [46] utilizes supervised contrastive learning for
novel class adaptation and domain-invariant feature extraction.

The above class-incremental domain adaptation is different from CI-UDA in
two aspects. 1) Goal: class-incremental domain adaptation seeks to handle the
issue of learning new target private classes incrementally, while CI-UDA seeks
to handle the issue of domain adaptation with a class-incremental target do-
main that has no target private class. 2) Target Labels: class-incremental domain
adaptation requires one-shot or few-shot labeled target samples as a prerequisite,
while CI-UDA assumes a totally unlabeled target domain. Thus, directly apply-
ing existing methods to solve CI-UDA is unfeasible. In contrast, ProCA conducts
unsupervised domain alignment and knowledge replay by identifying target label
prototypes, thus providing the first feasible solution to CI-UDA.

3 Problem Definition

Notation. Let Ds={(xs
j , y

s
j )| ysj ∈ Cs}ns

j=1 denotes the source domain, where
ns is the number of source data pairs (xs, ys) and Cs denotes the source label
set with the class number |Cs| = K. Moreover, we denote the unlabeled target
domain as Dt={xi}nt

i=1 with nt target samples. Ct denotes the target label set.
Class-incremental unsupervised domain adaptation. Unsupervised do-
main adaptation (UDA) aims to transfer knowledge from a label-rich source
domain Ds to an unlabeled target domain Dt. The key to resolving UDA is to
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conduct domain alignment for mitigating domain shift. Existing UDA methods
generally assume that all target samples are accessible in advance and have a
fixed label space that is the same to the source domain (i.e., Ct = Cs). However,
in real-world applications, target samples often come in a streaming manner,
and meanwhile, the number of target categories may increase sequentially. To
address this, we seek to explore a more practical task, namely Class-Incremental
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (CI-UDA), where labeled source samples are
available all the time, but unlabeled target samples come incrementally and only
partial target classes are available at a time. Here, we reuse Dt to denote the
unlabeled target domain at the current time. Note that the label set of the target
data in each time step is a subset of that of the source domain, i.e., Ct ⊂ Cs.

Besides the domain shift that all UDA methods resolve, CI-UDA poses two
new challenges: 1) how to identify the shared classes between two domains in
each time step; 2) how to alleviate knowledge forgetting of old classes when
learning new target classes. Due to the integration of these challenges, existing
UDA methods [8,12,21,31,40,48] are incapable of handling CI-UDA. Therefore,
how to handle this practical yet difficult task remains an open question.

4 Prototype-guided Continual Adaptation

Previous studies have shown that label prototypes are effective in independently
handling either UDA [13,29,32] or class-incremental learning [3,33,43] tasks. Al-
though these methods cannot be directly used to handle CI-UDA, they inspire us
to explore a unified prototype-based method to handle all challenges in CI-UDA,
simultaneously. This idea, however, is non-trivial to explore in practice. Since
the source and target domains have different label spaces at different time steps,
it is difficult to identify target label prototypes. To address these challenges, we
propose a novel Prototype-guided Continual Adaptation (ProCA) method.
Method overview. We summarize the overall training scheme of ProCA in
Fig. 2. ProCA consists of two solution strategies, that are, 1) label prototype
identification and 2) prototype-based alignment and replay. We first briefly in-
troduce the two strategies below.

First, we develop a label prototype identification strategy (c.f. Section 4.1)
to identify target label prototypes at each time step under inconsistent label
spaces between source and target domains. To this end, we firstly propose a
shared class detection method to distinguish the domain-shared classes from the
source private classes. Based on the detected shared label set and the target
pseudo labels generated by clustering, we identify target label prototypes for
each shared class and construct an adaptive memory bank P to record them.

Second, based on the identified label prototypes, we propose a prototype-
based alignment and replay strategy (c.f. Section 4.2) to align each image proto-
type to the corresponding source center and enforce the model to retain knowl-
edge learned on previous classes. Specifically, we conduct prototype-based align-
ment by training the feature extractor G to learn domain-invariant features
through a supervised contrastive loss Lcon. Meanwhile, we impose a knowledge
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Fig. 2. An overview of Prototype-guided Continual Adaptation, ProCA consists of two
strategies: 1) Label prototype identification: by detecting the shared classes between
source and target domains at each time step, we identify target label prototypes for
each class and record them in a memory bank. 2) Prototype-based alignment and
replay: we align each target label prototype to the corresponding source center for
training a domain-invariant feature extractor via Lcon; meanwhile, we use the saved
label prototypes to enforce the model to retain knowledge learned from previous classes
via Ldis. Moreover, we use the cross-entropy Lce for task classification based on the
labeled source samples and pseudo-labeled target samples.

distillation loss Ldis for prototype-based knowledge replay. Moreover, based on
the pseudo-labeled target data and labeled source data, we train the whole model
{G,C} via the standard cross-entropy loss Lce.

Overall, the training objective of ProCA is as follows:

min
{θg,θc}

Lce(θg, θc) + λLcon(θg) + ηLdis(θg, θc), (1)

where θg and θc denote the parameters of the feature extractor G and the clas-
sifier C, respectively. Moreover, λ and η are trade-off parameters.

4.1 Label Prototype Identification

The key step in our proposed ProCA is to identify target label prototypes,
which is non-trivial in the setting of CI-UDA. To this end, we propose a label
prototype identification strategy that consists of four components: 1) shared
class detection; 2) pseudo label generation for target data; 3) prototype memory
bank construction and 4) prototype memory bank updating.
Shared class detection. When new unlabeled target samples arrive, it is diffi-
cult to detect the shared classes between the source and target domains since the
target samples are unlabeled. To resolve this, we dig into the difference of the
pre-trained source model in predicting the shared classes and the source private
classes. As shown in Fig. 3, we find that the cumulative prediction probabilities
of the target samples regarding the shared classes are higher than those regard-
ing source private classes. Following this, we propose to detect the shared classes
based on the cumulative probabilities of target samples. Specifically, as shown
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Fig. 3. The cumulative probability (CP) of target samples regarding source classes on
Art→Real World, Office-Home-CI. For each time step, 10 target classes are available,
i.e., Class 0 to 9 in time step 1 and Class 10 to 19 in time step 2. The results show
that the CP values of the shared classes are often higher than those of source private
classes. Moreover, during training, since the CP of the 16-th class in time step 2 is
higher than that in time step 1, we update the corresponding target class prototypes.

in Fig. 4, we exploit the source pre-trained model M to infer all target samples
in each time step and obtain the cumulative probability of each class k by:

uk =

nt∑
i=1

Ck(G(xi)), (2)

where Ck(·) denotes the k-th element in the softmax output prediction and nt de-
notes the number of target samples at the current time. To enhance the general-

ization, we normalize the cumulative probability uk to [0, 1] by uk=
uk−min(u)

max(u)−min(u) ,

where u=[u0, u1, ..., uK ] is the probability vector in terms of all K classes.
Based on the cumulative probability uk and a pre-defined threshold α, the

judgement of the class k is made by: if uk ≥ α, class k is a shared class; otherwise,
class k is a source private class.
Pseudo label generation for target data. Based on the identified shared
classes, we next generate pseudo labels for unlabeled target samples with a self-
supervised pseudo-labeling strategy [23]. To be specific, let qi=G(xi) be the
extracted feature w.r.t. xi and let ŷki =Ck(qi) be the predicted probability of the
classifier regarding class k, we first attain the initial centroid for each class k in
the shared label set by:

ck =

∑nt

i=1 ŷ
k
i qi∑nt

i=1 ŷ
k
i

. (3)

Such an initialization is able to characterize well the distribution of different
categories [23]. Based on these centroids, the pseudo label of the i-th target data
is obtained via a nearest centroid approach:

ȳi = argmax
k

ϕ(qi, ck), (4)

where ϕ(·, ·) denotes the cosine similarity, and the pseudo label ȳi ∈ R1 is a
scalar. During pseudo label generation, we update the centroid of each class by

ck =
∑nt

i=1 I(ȳi=k)qi∑nt
i=1 I(ȳi=k)

and then update pseudo labels based on Eqn. (4) one more
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Fig. 4. The process of shared class identification. We first compute the cumulative
probabilities by summing the output predictions of the pre-trained source model re-
garding all target samples. Then, we rescale the cumulative probabilities to [0, 1] by
min-max normalization. Based on the normalized probabilities, we judge the shared
classes through thresholding.

time, where I(·) is the indicator function. Note that we only compute the class
centroids for the shared classes.

Prototype memory bank construction. Based on the detected shared la-
bel set and the generated target pseudo labels, we then identify target la-
bel prototypes for each shared class. Specifically, we maintain a memory bank
P = {(pi,hi, ȳi)}Ni=1 to record prototypes for all detected shared classes, where
pi, hi, ȳi and N denote the image prototype, the predicted soft label, the pre-
dicted hard pseudo label and the number of prototypes, respectively. Moreover,
we denote all seen target label set as Cat and save M image prototypes for each
class in the memory bank, i.e., N = |Cat|M . During the training process, when a
new pseudo-labeled target class comes, we expand the memory bank by adding
the corresponding target prototypes. Formally, for the k-th class, we denote the
pseudo-labeled target domain as Dk

t = {xk
i }

nk
i=1 and attain its feature center by

fkt = 1
nk

∑nk

i=1 G(xk
i ). Inspired by iCaRL [33], we select the image prototype for

the k-th class via a nearest neighbor approach based on the target feature center:

pk
m = argmin

xk∈Dk
t

∥∥∥fkt − 1

m
[G(xk) +

m−1∑
i=1

G(pk
i )]

∥∥∥
2
, (5)

where m is the iterative index range from 1 to M . Note that we iterate Eqn. (5)
for M times to obtain M prototypes.

Prototype memory bank updating. During the shared class detection pro-
cess, false shared classes may exist, disturbing pseudo label generation for target
data. In this sense, the image prototypes of these classes need to be updated.
To this end, we devise an updating strategy based on the cumulative probability
uk. Specifically, for a target class k existing in the memory bank, we update its
prototypes when a higher uk occurs. For example, in Fig. 3, when the cumulative
probability of the 16-th class in the time step 2 is higher than that in the time
step 1, the image prototypes of the 16-th class would be updated via Eqn. (5).
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Algorithm 1 Training paradigm of ProCA
Require: Unlabeled target data Dt={xi}nt

i=1 at the current time; Pre-trained source model {G,C};
Prototype memory bank P; Training epoch E; Parameters η, λ, α, T .

1: Detect shared classes based on Eqn. (2);
2: Obtain target pseudo labels based on Eqn. (4);
3: for e = 1 → E do
4: Update target label prototypes based on Eqn. (5);
5: Extract target data features G(x) based on G;
6: Obtain target predictions C(G(x)) based on C;
7: Compute Lcon, Ldis based on Eqns. (7) and (8);
8: Update G and C by optimizing Eqn. (1)
9: end for
10: return G and C.

4.2 Prototype-based Alignment and Replay

Based on target label prototypes, we develop a new prototype-based alignment
and replay strategy to handle the issues of domain shifts and catastrophic for-
getting below.
Prototype-based domain alignment. Based on the target label prototypes,
we are able to conduct class-wise alignment to explicitly mitigate domain shifts.
To this end, we propose to align each pseudo-labeled prototype to the source
center of the corresponding class. To be specific, for the k-th class, we first
attain source feature center fks by:

fks =

∑ns

j=1 I(ysj = k)G(xs
j)∑ns

j=1 I(ysj = k)
. (6)

Then for any image prototype pi as an anchor, we conduct prototype alignment
via the contrastive loss [53,17]:

Lcon = − log
exp(v⊤

i f
ȳi
s /τ)

exp(v⊤
i f

ȳi
s /τ) +

∑K−1
j=1,j ̸=ȳi

exp(v⊤
i f

j
s/τ)

, (7)

where vi=G(pi) denotes the extracted feature of the image prototype pi with
ȳi as its pseudo label and τ denotes a temperature factor. This loss enables the
feature extractor G to learn domain-invariant features, which helps to alleviate
domain discrepancies.
Prototype-based knowledge replay. Since target samples of previous classes
are unavailable, the model suffers from catastrophic forgetting [43] during CI-
UDA. To overcome this, based on the identified prototypes with soft labels, we
adopt knowledge distillation [22] to enforce the model to retain the knowledge
acquired from previous classes:

Ldis = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

h⊤
i logC(G(pi)), (8)

where N denotes the number of prototypes.
At last, we summarize the pseudo-code of ProCA in Algorithm 1, while the

pseudo-code of the prototype identification scheme is put in Appendix B.
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5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Setup

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conduct empirical studies
based on the following experimental settings.

Datasets. We construct three dataset variants to simulate class-incremental
scenarios, based on benchmark UDA datasets, i.e., Office-31 [35], Office-Home
[42], and ImageNet-Caltech [10,34]. 1) Office-31-CI consists of three distinct
domains, i.e., Amazon (A), Webcam (W) and DSLR (D). Three domains share
31 categories. We divide each domain into three disjoint subsets with each con-
taining 10 categories in alphabetic order. 2) Office-Home-CI contains four
distinct domains, i.e., Artistic images (Ar), Clip Art (Cl), Product images (Pr)
and Real-world images (Rw), each with 65 categories. For each domain, we build
six disjoint subsets with 10 categories in random order. 3) ImageNet-Caltech-
CI includes ImageNet-1K [34] and Caltech-256 [10]. Based on the shared 84
classes, we form two tasks: ImageNet (1000) → Caltech (84) and Caltech (256)
→ ImageNet (84). For target domains, we build eight disjoint subsets with each
containing 10 categories. More details of data construction are in Appendix C.

Implementation details.We implement our method in PyTorch and report
the mean ± stdev result over 3 different runs. ResNet-50 [11], pre-trained on
ImageNet, is used as the network backbone. In ProCA, we train the model
using the SGD optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001. In addition, the training
epochs are set to 10 for Office-31-CI, 30 for Office-Home-CI, and 15 for ImageNet-
Caltech-CI, respectively. For hyper-parameter, we set λ, η, α and M to 0.1, 1,
0.15 and 10. More training details of ProCA are in Appendix D.

Compared methods. We compare ProCA with four categories of baselines:
(1) source-only: ResNet-50 [11]; (2) unsupervised domain adaptation: DANN [8];
(3) partial domain adaptation: PADA [1], ETN [2], BA3US [24]; (4) class-increme
ntal domain adaptation: CIDA [19].

Evaluation protocols. To fully evaluate the proposed method, we report
three kinds of accuracy measures. 1) Final Accuracy : the classification accu-
racy in the final time step of CI-UDA. 2) Step-level Accuracy : the accuracy in
each time step to evaluate the ability of sequentially learning. 3) Final S-1 Ac-
curacy : the average accuracy of step-1 classes in the final time step to evaluate
the ability to handle catastrophic forgetting.

5.2 Comparisons with Previous Methods

We first compare our ProCA with previous methods in terms of Final Accuracy.
The results are reported in Tables 1 and 2, which give the following observations.
1) ProCA outperforms all compared methods by a large margin in terms of the
averaged Final Accuracy. To be specific, ProCA achieves the best or compara-
ble performance on all transfer tasks (e.g., Ar→Cl on Office-Home-CI), which
demonstrates the effectiveness of our method. 2) Compared with PDA meth-
ods, i.e., PADA [1], ETN [2] and BA3US [24], the superior performance of our
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Table 1. Final Accuracy (%) on Office-Home-CI. DA and CI indicate domain
adaptation and class-incremental learning.

Method DA CI Ar→Cl Ar→Pr Ar→Rw Cl→Ar Cl→Pr Cl→Rw Pr→Ar Pr→Cl Pr→Rw Rw→Ar Rw→Cl Rw→Pr Avg.

ResNet-50 ✗ ✗ 47.6 65.2 72.7 54.7 62.8 66.1 52.4 44.7 74.0 66.2 47.4 77.4 60.9
DANN [8] ✓ ✗ 33.1 40.0 45.8 36.8 36.6 44.1 32.0 29.8 49.8 42.4 40.2 55.2 40.5
PADA [1] ✓ ✗ 24.8 41.4 55.1 18.3 35.0 36.3 25.9 26.2 53.7 46.8 31.4 50.0 37.1
ETN [2] ✓ ✗ 42.4 2.8 7.4 4.3 60.3 6.3 50.7 33.8 70.8 3.7 43.5 75.1 33.4
BA3US [24] ✓ ✗ 33.7 39.7 63.2 36.6 39.1 53.7 36.5 24.9 53.4 52.2 35.9 65.9 44.6
CIDA [19] ✓ ✓ 32.2 45.9 49.1 36.5 48.6 46.6 51.6 33.5 59.0 64.0 38.0 65.1 47.5

ProCA (ours) ✓ ✓ 51.9±0.4 75.2±0.2 86.1±0.3 60.8±0.1 69.7±0.1 74.7±0.7 60.1±0.2 51.0±0.2 84.2±0.4 75.8±0.2 51.2±0.5 86.4±0.1 68.9±0.1

Table 2. Final Accuracy (%) on Office-31-CI and ImageNet-Caltech-CI. DA and
CI indicate adaptation and class-incremental learning.

Method DA CI
Office-31-CI ImageNet-Caltech-CI

A→D A→W D→A D→W W→A W→D Avg. C→I I→C Avg.

ResNet-50 ✗ ✗ 74.1 74.4 58.5 96.9 61.2 99.6 77.5 72.3 70.7 71.5
DANN [8] ✓ ✗ 74.9 72.5 55.7 96.6 51.4 97.7 74.8 58.8 31.4 45.1
PADA [1] ✓ ✗ 56.9 61.5 12.5 82.4 46.7 84.3 57.4 37.3 45.9 41.6
ETN [2] ✓ ✗ 21.3 82.2 61.7 94.3 64.1 100.0 70.6 1.4 3.1 2.3
BA3US [24] ✓ ✗ 74.1 73.3 63.3 94.8 64.0 100.0 78.3 60.8 45.0 52.9
CIDA [19] ✓ ✓ 70.4 64.5 48.1 95.1 52.7 98.8 71.6 69.3 49.2 59.2

ProCA (ours) ✓ ✓ 81.8±0.6 82.5±0.4 65.2±0.3 99.1±0.1 64.1±0.2 99.6±0.2 82.1±0.3 82.9±0.2 83.1±0.3 83.0±0.1

Table 3. Step-level Accuracy (%) on Office-31-CI and Office-Home-CI. DA and
CI indicate adaptation and class-incremental learning.

Method DA CI
Office-31-CI Office-Home-CI

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Avg. Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Avg.

ResNet-50 [11] ✗ ✗ 85.7 81.8 77.5 81.6 61.2 61.7 61.2 62.0 62.3 62.4 61.8
DANN [8] ✓ ✗ 82.4 79.6 74.8 78.9 42.7 40.5 41.1 41.1 39.8 40.5 40.9
PADA [1] ✓ ✗ 87.5 69.9 57.4 71.6 63.0 49.3 40.4 37.7 37.4 37.1 44.2
ETN [2] ✓ ✗ 92.0 82.7 70.6 81.8 62.7 62.0 59.2 58.7 49.0 33.4 54.2
BA3US [24] ✓ ✗ 90.7 85.9 78.3 85.0 66.6 60.4 53.6 49.1 46.0 44.6 53.4
CIDA [19] ✓ ✓ 85.5 79.1 71.6 78.7 57.9 53.6 51.8 50.1 49.6 47.5 51.8

ProCA (ours) ✓ ✓ 91.3 85.9 82.1 86.3 70.2 70.1 68.2 68.5 68.7 68.9 86.0

method shows that retaining knowledge learned from previous categories is im-
portant for handling CI-UDA. 3) Since CIDA [19] also designs a regularization
term to prevent catastrophic forgetting, it performs better than PDA methods
in CI-UDA. However, CIDA ignores the source private classes in CI-UDA, which
may result in negative transfer, and thus cannot handle CI-UDA very well. 4)
Domain adaptation methods even perform worse than ResNet-50, which implies
that only conducting alignment may make the model biased towards the target
categories at the current step and forget the knowledge of previous categories.

We also report the Step-level Accuracy of all methods in Tables 3. If only
considering the time step 1, CI-UDA degenerates to a standard PDA problem. In
this case, previous PDA methods (i.e., PADA [1], ETN [2] and BA3US [24]) per-
form well. However, when learning new target samples at a new time step, these
methods suffer from severe performance degradation while our ProCA maintains
a relatively stable yet promising performance. To investigate the reason, we show
the accuracy drop in percentage of these step-1 classes between the time step
1 and each time step. As shown in Fig. 5, when learning new target categories,
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Fig. 5. Accuracy drop in percentage of different methods on Office-Home-CI and
ImageNet-Caltech-CI. The accuracy drop means the accuracy difference of the step-
1 classes between the time step 1 and the following each time step. The results show that
our method has a significantly smaller accuracy drop in percentage than the compared
methods, which shows that our method is skilled at alleviating catastrophic forgetting.

Table 4. Comparisons of the existing partial domain adaptation methods with and
without our label prototype identification strategy on Office-31-CI. We show the final
accuracy (%) and final S-1 accuracy (%) of two partial domain adaptation methods.

Method Prototypes Metric A→D A→W D→A D→W W→A W→D Avg.

PADA
✗ Final Acc. (%) 56.9 61.5 12.5 82.4 46.7 84.3 57.4
✓ 70.8 76.2 40.9 94.6 55.6 99.8 73.0

✗ Final S-1 Acc. (%) 35.2 49.9 17.2 74.8 39.9 72.8 48.3
✓ 79.5 80.9 62.6 96.6 62.5 100.0 80.4

BA3US
✗ Final Acc. (%) 74.1 73.3 63.3 94.8 64.0 100.0 78.3
✓ 75.4 77.4 64.2 100.0 65.5 100.0 80.4

✗ Final S-1 Acc. (%) 89.7 89.0 76.7 100.0 77.3 99.8 88.7
✓ 92.4 90.9 78.6 100.0 77.3 100.0 89.8

ProCA (ours) ✓ Final Acc. (%) 81.6 82.6 65.5 99.1 63.9 99.8 82.1

✓ Final S-1 Acc. (%) 96.7 94.2 74.1 100.0 80.0 100.0 90.8

the absence of target samples from previous categories causes state-of-the-art
PDA methods to forget previous knowledge, leading to a severe accuracy drop
of step-1 classes. In contrast, ProCA handles catastrophic forgetting effectively
and shows a promising result in terms of Step-level Accuracy. Due to the page
limitation, we put more detailed results of each subtask in the three datasets in
terms of the Step-level Accuracy and the Final S-1 Accuracy in Appendix H.

5.3 Application to Enhancing Partial Domain Adaptation

In this section, we seek to determine whether ProCA can be used to enhance
existing PDA methods, which cannot overcome catastrophic forgetting of pre-
viously seen categories in CI-UDA. To this end, we apply ProCA to improve
classic PDA methods (i.e., PADA [1] and BA3US [24]) by integrating them
with our label prototype identification strategy. As shown in Table 4, combin-
ing with ProCA significantly increases the performance of PDA methods, which
demonstrates the applicability of our method to boost existing PDA methods
for handling CI-UDA. Such an observation can also be supported by the results
of applying ProCA to improve ETN [2], as shown in Appendix E.
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Table 5. Ablation studies of the losses (i.e., Lce, Ldis and Lcon) in ProCA. We show
the Final Accuracy (%) and the Final S-1 Accuracy (%) on the 6 tasks of Office-31-CI.

Backbone Lce Ldis Lcon
Final Acc. (%) Final S-1 Acc. (%)

A→D A→W D→A D→W W→A W→D Avg. A→D A→W D→A D→W W→A W→D Avg.

✓ 74.1 74.4 58.5 96.9 61.2 99.6 77.5 87.8 85.3 68.5 100.0 71.4 100.0 85.5
✓ ✓ 76.8 78.8 59.6 99.0 62.4 99.6 79.4 90.0 90.8 68.6 100.0 71.5 100.0 86.8
✓ ✓ ✓ 79.9 82.0 64.0 99.0 62.9 99.6 81.2 93.7 93.8 71.5 100.0 75.0 100.0 89.0
✓ ✓ ✓ 78.7 81.5 63.2 99.0 63.5 99.0 80.8 91.3 92.4 69.7 100.0 76.7 98.0 88.0
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 81.6 82.6 65.5 99.1 63.9 99.8 82.1 96.7 94.2 74.1 100.0 80.0 100.0 90.8

5.4 Ablation Studies

To examine the effectiveness of the losses in ProCA, we show the quantitative
results of the models optimized by different losses. As shown in Table 5, intro-
ducing Ldis or Lcon enhances the model performance compared to optimizing
the model with Lce only. On the one hand, such a result verifies that prototype-
based knowledge replay is able to alleviate catastrophic forgetting, resulting in
promoting Final S-1 Accuracy. On the other hand, it also verifies that prototype-
based domain alignment is able to mitigate domain shifts, resulting in promoting
Final Accuracy. When combining the losses (i.e., Lce, Ldis, Lcon) together, we
obtain the best performance.

In addition, we investigate the influences of hyper-parameters. The results
in Appendix F show that ProCA is non-sensitive to λ and η, and the best
performance of ProCA can be usually achieved by setting λ = 0.1 and η = 1.
Moreover, we recommend setting α = 0.15 since a high threshold helps to filter
domain-shared classes out. Furthermore, we also investigate the influence of the
number of prototypes and incremental classes in Appendix F, and evaluate the
effectiveness of our shared class detection strategy in Appendix G.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have explored a practical transfer learning task, namely class-
incremental unsupervised domain adaptation. To solve this challenging task, we
have proposed a novel Prototype-guided Continual Adaptation (ProCA) method,
which presents two solution strategies. 1) Label prototype identification: we
identify target label prototypes with the help of a new shared class detection
strategy. 2) Prototype-based alignment and replay: based on the identified la-
bel prototypes, we resolve the domain discrepancies and catastrophic forget-
ting via prototype-guided contrastive alignment and knowledge replay, respec-
tively. Extensive experiments on three benchmark datasets , i.e., Office-31-CI,
Office-Home-CI and ImageNet-Caltech-CI, have demonstrated the effectiveness
of ProCA in handling class-incremental unsupervised domain adaptation.
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